
How to re-establish contact
without looking needy.
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First
Contact



It started with
a text...

Bump into them in the street - this is a
long shot unless you set it up, and if you
are still thinking down those lines, you
aren't ready.
Phone them - nice idea, seems confident,
but it's too pushy, and if they are a
millennial, it's old fashioned.
Text them...

This guild is for people in no contact, or at
least minimal contact and understands re-
attraction.

There are a few ways we can start a
conversation with our ex.

1.

2.

3.



When they read your text, your ex's first emotion will decide
how far your conversation goes.

 
So all you want to do is put a smile on their face.

Happy Happy
Happy



Rules!
NO APOLOGISING
If you are reaching out, it's because you have recovered
from the breakup and given them time to recover, don't drag
up old feelings by saying sorry.

NO MEETUPS
Your goal is to get together with them for a meetup. But it's
their job to suggest that, if you start to chase them, you will
chase them away.

NO LONG LETTERS
One sentance at the most, even better JUST A FEW WORDS.

NO ASKING ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE
Hows your mum is not a conversation that shows any interest. 

NO RUDE/SEXUAL CONTENT
Jokes about butt plugs are a no go.

NO HI MESSAGES
If you are not ready to have a conversation with them, don't
message them, it will just set you back.



Whats the
purpose?

TO GET A RESPONSE
The Point of this first message is to get a response, even if
it's just a thumbs-up. Any answer is the start of an
interaction.

TO MAKE THEM THINK OF YOU POSITIVELY
If you can create a good memory in them, they are more
likely to respond.

TO APPEAR HAPPY
You want your Ex to see you happy, moved on and living a fun-
filled life.

NO PRESSURE
Your message should not require a reply, avoid questions.
They are not stupid, they know why you are messaging, if they
respond its because there is still some attraction there.

The less requirement there is for your Ex to
respond, the more likely they will.



The best message is a PICTURE MESSAGE...

Picture messages allow you to evoke more emotions
than just a text, and with a quirky little private
message attached to them, you can quickly get your
smile. 



A picture of a place you have been together and recently
revisited.
A fantastic car or cute animal you've seen and know they
would like and appreciate.
A selfie of you doing something they never thought you
would, looking good, of course.
A meme, but it has to be appropriate to them; remember,
it's got to make them smile.

What can you send?



Remember when we went here and I fell in the river?  I've
just revisited it, and it's still beautiful. 
Just saw this car on my trip to London; I thought you'd
appreciate it; I think I might buy one 😉 
You won't believe what I'm doing; I bet you never thought id
be sailing... 
I saw this meme, and it reminded me of that time you
sang karaoke in Spain.

What can you write?



This guild is for your first text message; if you need further
help with reattraction, then contact me.
Mirror messages and do not pressure your ex; mirror the
time it takes them to reply and the amount they send. 
Try to be the last one to text; leave them wanting more;
attraction takes time.
If things go down a too serious path, end the chat and try
another day.
 If they suggest a meetup, take it, set a time, date and
place. Somewhere fun.
Don't be too dishearted if they don't respond; there's
always another chance.

Some Extra Tips


